Producing a Promo
To produce a “promo” in radio, is to make a small piece of audio to promote a programme or other
station event to the listener.
It is the norm in radio to produce a promo that is thirty seconds in duration. Occasionally forty
second promos' may be produced. This is to keep commercial breaks “within time”.
As with using a live on-air desk, music and vocal levels should only peak at 4 and 6 PPM
respectively. The same has to be done with a promo with a music bed. The bed too low, and it is
useless; too high and the vocals cannot “cut through” and your message will be lost! Also remember
that most listeners will not have large, expensive, good quality studio speakers. When you have
produced a mixed piece of audio, try listening to it in mono through a small speaker similar in size to
an ordinary household radio – it's what the majority of listeners have.
Before the advent of digital sound recording, all production elements would have to be edited and
mixed using tape. The art of cutting music beds and recording vocal elements to time, is an art – and
any former producer who cut their teeth using these methods certainly deserves recognition;
spending countless hours in a studio making good radio, they earned it.
Using today’s digital tools such as Sadie®, Pro-Tools®, etc., makes life a whole lot easier and for
the purpose of simplicity, I will use Cool Edit Pro/Adobe Audition® as our digital tool.
So, what makes a good promo? Within thirty seconds you have to convey your message to the
masses. You will start with a script, written in plain English with all the components you want to state.
It has to be read “in time”. That is to say that the script has to be read at the right tempo, and not
more than 30 seconds. Remember you are writing something that has to be read by the VO artist,
but easily understood to the listener. Include phonetics were needed so the studio engineer and VO
artist is aware of the correct pronunciation. And also make sure the delivery is as you want. Rebooking and re-recording a voice session can become expensive if it wasn't done to your liking the
first time around.
So now you have your script, and the vox has been recorded. The next item is a music bed (if
required). Most music libraries will have production music already with 30, 40, 60 seconds cuts.
Some music libraries will have 29, 39 and 59 second cuts. These would have been produced for
television commercials.
Once you have chosen a suitable music bed, the next part of the process is to “mix-down”. That is to
mix the music and vocal elements together in such a way that the vocal message can be heard. In
the old days, this would have been done by recording the two elements (or more) down onto a
master tape – hence the “mix-down”.
Once the final mix is done, you may need to ensure the audio levels don't peak. This can be done by
hard-limiting or normalising the audio. These processors are similar in that you can enhance the
audio but stop it from being too loud and clip it so it doesn't go above 0db, or other pre-set.
After that, check against the script for accuracy and quality, then load onto the stations playout
system usually giving it a catalogue or cart number. The commercial radio's Traffic department (NOT
traffic & travel) will know when schedule the item into the correct commercial breaks.
And that's it, job done.

Remember there are some rules about what can and cannot be promoted in the same way as
producing a radio commercial. You must also keep a log of the music and any sound effects used for
PRS/PPL/MCPS reporting. Failure to do so could lead to a hefty fine for your radio station.

Cool Edit Pro2® (CEP)
The rest of this document is presuming you have had some training and knowledge of using CEP.
We shall start with the vocal/vox. This can be edited and processed using the single track window.

Above is the basic view of Cool Edit Pro®

Load an audio file or record your audio into CEP. Remember when you record into CEP, the
Recording Control Panel is set to “line in” and not “microphone in”.
Once you have loaded your audio and done any processing via the “effects” button, you can save
the audio segments ready for the Multitrack.
Click on the Multitrack Session button at the top of CEP.

Load up your audio pieces, and add any effects/processing using the FX button for each channel.
The volume of each piece of audio can be adjusted by edit envelopes. In the picture above , you can
see two tracks of audio and the FX rack set up. Track 1 has the bed which has audio envelopes. And
track two has the FX rack with Dynamics Processor.

Once you are happy with the audio, save the mix-down as above.

You can load up the finished mix-down audio to add any Hard-Limiting to finalise the piece.
And that's it.
Check the audio through a small mono speaker if available (or a phase indicator if the desk is fitted
with one), and it's done.
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